**Infrared Imaging Photodetectors and Systems: Technology and Market Trends**

**Infrared Photodetectors are critical components of most Military Night Vision systems.**

**Will third generation technologies pave the way to new applications in Defense as well as in Civil Markets?**

**IR Photodetectors manufacturers are facing new Challenges ...**

This report covers technologies and applications of Infrared Imaging Photodetectors, cameras and related systems.

For more than 50 years, Infrared Photodetectors have been at the heart of critical defense and security night vision systems. They have also been used in commercial products (such as cameras for thermography) as well as in military and civil satellites.

Most IR Photodetectors are cooled and require cryogenic devices to achieve operating temperature.

IR Photodetectors manufacturers have been facing new Challenges in the last years:
- Continuing decline of military spending in many countries due to budget constraints (especially in US and Europe).
- Market entry of uncooled thermal detectors such as microbolometers, which are competitive for low/medium performance applications in LWIR.
- Unfulfilled needs for night vision equipment in terms of Size, Weight, and Power (SWaP).

These challenges have caused manufacturers of IR Photodetectors and systems as well as their R&D partners to intensify efforts:
- To improve products performances while reducing cost and SWaP,
- To provide advanced and added functionalities such as multiband, multicolor, active imaging, integrated optics ...
- To adapt their business models to reach new IR imaging applications and explore new markets.
Photodetectors are still the preferred components for IR military systems due to limitations of thermal detectors in terms of sensibility, frame rate and wavelengths. Infrared Photodetectors manufacturers also managed to respond to the endless need for greater mission capabilities in the area of Night Vision.

Infrared Photodetectors are reaching new Opportunities in Defense but also in commercial and industrial markets (see figure below). Along with market forecasts, this report details current and future trends in IR imaging Photodetectors and Systems.
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Definitions:

- **acceptance**: action by which the Buyer accepts the terms and conditions of sale. It is done by signing the purchase order which mentions “I hereby accept TEMATYS terms and Conditions of sale”.
- **Buyer**: any business user (i.e. any person acting in the course of its business activities, for its business needs) entering into the following general conditions to the exclusion of consumers acting in their personal interests.
- **Seller**: TEMATYS, based in Paris (France headquarters), TEMATYS is a market research and business development consultancy company, facilitating market access for advanced technology industrial projects. TEMATYS works worldwide with the key industrial companies, public institutes and investors to help them understand the markets and technology trends.
- **Contracting Parties** or “Parties”: the Seller on the one hand and the Buyer on the other hand.
- **Intellectual Property rights** (“IPs”): means any rights held by the Seller in its Products, including any patents, trademarks, registered models, designs, copyrights, inventions, commercial secrets and know-how, technical information, company or trading names and any other intellectual property rights or similar in any part of the world, notwithstanding the fact that they have been registered or not and including any pending registration of one of the above mentioned rights.
- **License**: for the reports and databases, different licenses are proposed. The Buyer has to choose one license:
- Single user license: a single individual at the company can use the report.
- Corporate license: the report can be used by unlimited users within the company regardless of location. Upon request, the license can be extended to the parent company.
- Clusters & professionnal association license: allows clusters & professional associations to provide the reports and databases to their members without extra payment. When purchasing a report with this license, a subset of databases related to the database may include excel files. The products are produced either by TEMATYS itself, either by publishers for which TEMATYS acts as a reseller.

1. Scope

1. The Contracting Parties undertake to observe the following general conditions when agreed by the Buyer and the Seller. Any ADDITIONAL, DIFFERENT, OR CONFLICTING TERMS AND CONDITIONS IN ANY OTHER DOCUMENTS ISSUED BY THE BUYER AT ANY TIME ARE HEREBY DECLARED null and void. The SELLER SHALL BE WHOLLY INAPPROPRIATE TO ANY SALE MADE HEREBY AND SHALL NOT BE BINDING IN ANY WAY ON THE SELLER.

2. This agreement is unconditional, non-negotiable and enforceable between the Contracting Parties after clear and non-equivalent consent by any duly authorized person representing the Buyer. For these purposes, the Buyer accepts these conditions of sales when signing the purchase order which mentions “I hereby accept TEMATYS terms and Conditions of sale”. This results in acceptance by the Buyer.

3. Orders are deemed to be accepted only upon written acceptance and confirmation by the Seller, within 7 days from the date of order, to be sent either by email or to the Buyer’s address. In the absence of any confirmation in writing, orders shall be deemed to have been accepted.

2. Mailing of the Products

2.1 Products are sent by email to the Buyer:

- within [1] month from the order for Products already released or
- within a reasonable time for Products ordered prior to their effective release. In this case, the Seller shall use its best endeavour to inform the Buyer of an indicative release date and the evolution of the work in progress.

2.2 Come weeks prior to the release date the Seller can propose a pre-release discount to the Buyer

2.3 The mailing of the Product will occur only upon payment by the Buyer, in accordance with the conditions contained in article 3.

2.4 The mailing is operated through electronic means either by email via the account of the Buyer, or by posting the document on a dedicated password-protected file. If the Product’s electronic delivery format is defective, the Seller undertakes to replace it at no charge to the Buyer provided that it is informed of the defective formatting within 90 days from the date of the original download or receipt of the Product from the Buyer, for a product, for a product, for a product.

2.5 The person receiving the Products on behalf of the Buyer will immediately verify the quality of the Products and the conformity to the order. Any claim for apparent defects or for non-conformity shall be notified to the Seller in writing within 8 days of receipt of the Products. For this purpose, the Buyer agrees to produce sufficient evidence of such defects.

2.6 No return of Products shall be accepted without prior information to the Seller. Any Product returned to the Seller without providing prior information to the Seller as required under article 2.5 shall remain at the Buyer’s risk.

3. Price, invoicing and payment

3.1 Prices are given in the orders corresponding to each Product sold on a unit basis or corresponding to annual subscriptions. They are expressed to be inclusive of all taxes. The prices may be reevaluated from time to time and the price is deemed to be the one applicable at the time of the order.

3.2 TEMATYS may offer a pre-release discount for the companies willing to acquire in the future the specific report and agreeing on the fact that the report may be release later than the anticipated release date. In exchange to this uncertainty, the company will get a discount that can vary from 15% to 10%.

3.3 Payments due by the Buyer shall be sent by cheque payable to TEMATYS, credit card or by electronic transfer to the following account:

CREDITCOOP GARE DE L’EST
102, boulevard Magenta, 75019 PARIS FRANCE
Bank code: 42599, Branch code: 00003
Account No.: 45000004000600040
SWIFT or BIC code: CCFRFRP900
IBAN: FR76 4255 9000 0401 0018 0192

To ensure the payments, the Seller reserves the right to request down payments from the Buyer. In this case, the need of down payments will be mentioned on the order.

3.4 Payment is due by the Buyer to the Seller within 30 days from invoice date, except in the case of a particular written agreement. If the Buyer fails to pay within this time and fails to contact the Seller, the latter will invoice the full amount of the non-cancelled purchases, of the results he obtains, and of the advice and acts it deserves thereof.

3.5 The Seller shall only be liable for (i) direct and (ii) foreseeable pecuniary loss, caused by the Products or arising from a material breach of this agreement.

3.6 In no event shall the Seller be liable for:

- damages of any kind, including without limitation, incidental or consequential damages (including, but not limited to, damages for loss of profits, business interruption and loss of programs or information) arising out of the use of or inability to use the Seller’s website or the Products, or any information provided on the website, or in the Products;
- any claim attributable to errors, omissions or other inaccuracies in the Product or interpretations thereof.

4. All the information contained in the Products has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable. The Seller does not warrant the accuracy, completeness adequacy or reliability of such information, which cannot be guaranteed to be free from errors.

4.5 All the Products that the Seller sells may, upon prior notice to the Buyer from time to time be modified by or substituted with similar Products, meeting the needs of the Buyer. This modification and failure to notify the liability of the Seller, provided that the Seller ensures the substituted Product is similar to the Product initially ordered.

4.6 In the case where, after inspection, it is acknowledged that the Products contain defects, the Seller undertakes to replace the defective products as far as the supplies allow and without indemnities or compensation of any kind for labor costs, delay, loss caused by such defects, and any other damage, whether direct or indirect, including damages arising from other Products.

4.7 The deadlines for the mailing of the Products are given for information only and are not guaranteed. If such deadlines are not met, it shall not lead to any damages or cancellation of the order, except for non-acceptable delays exceeding 45 days and the Buyer is entitled to cancel any order at its own discretion, being advised of this right by the Seller. In such case only, the Buyer shall be entitled to ask for a reimbursement of its first down payment to the exclusion of any further damages.

5. Export

5.1 The Seller does not make any warranties, express or implied, with regard to the limitations of liability, for a particular purpose, with respect to the Products. Although the Seller shall take reasonable steps to screen Products for infection of viruses, worms or other destructive properties before making the Products available, the Seller cannot guarantee that any Product will be free from infection.

6. Protection of the Seller’s IP

6.1 All the IP rights attached to the Products and are remain the property of the publisher or the holder of the trademarks and Seller acts as a reseller and are protected under French and international copyright law and conventions.

6.2 The Buyer agreed not to disclose copy, reproduce, redistribute, resell or publish the Product, or any part of it to any other party other than employees of its company. The Buyer shall have the right to use the Products solely for its own internal information purposes. In particular, the Buyer shall therefore not use the Product for purposes such as:

- Information storage and retrieval systems;
- Recordings and re-transmittals over any network (including any local area network);
- Use in time-sharing, service bureau, bulletin board or similar arrangement or public display;
- Posting any Product to any other online service (including bulletin boards or the Internet);
- Licensing, leasing, selling, offering for sale or assigning the Product.

6.3 The Buyer shall be solely responsible towards the Seller of all infringements of this obligation, whether this infringement comes from its employees or any person to whom the Buyer has sent the Products and shall personally take care of any related proceedings and the Seller shall bear related financial consequences in their entirety.

6.4 The Buyer shall define within its company point of contact for the purposes of this Agreement. This person will be the recipient of the new report in PDF format. This person shall also be responsible for respect of the copyrights and will guaranty that the Products are not distributed out of the company.

6.5 In the context of annual subscriptions, the person of contact shall decide who within the Buyer, shall be entitled to access on line the reports on l-micronews.com. In this respect, the Seller will give the Buyer a maximum of 10 passwords, unless the multiple sites organisation of the Buyer requires more passwords. The Seller reserves the right to check from time to time the correct use of these passwords.

6.6 In the case of a multisite, multikline, only the employee of the Buyer can access the report or the employee of the companies in which the Buyer have 100% shares. As a matter of fact the investor of the company invested with a third party etc. cannot access the report and shall pay a full price license.

7. Termination

7.1 If the Buyer cancels the order in whole or in part or postpones the reception of the mailing, the Seller shall indemnify the Seller for the extra costs that have been incurred as at the date of notification by the Buyer of such delay or cancellation. This may also apply for any other direct or indirect consequential loss that may be borne by the Seller, following this decision.

7.2 In the event of breach by one Party under these conditions or the order, the non-breaching Party may send a notification to the other by recorded delivery letter upon which, after a period of thirty (30) days without solving the problem, the non-breaching Party shall be entitled to terminate all the pending orders, without being liable for losing any potential compensation.

8. Miscellaneous

8.1 All the provisions of these terms and Conditions are for the benefit of the Seller itself, but also for its licensors, employees and agents. Each of them is entitled to assert and enforce those provisions against the Buyer.

8.2 Any notices under these terms and Conditions shall be given in writing. They shall be effective upon receipt by the other Party.

8.3 The Seller may, from time to time, update these Terms and Conditions. The Buyer will be informed of any changes to these terms and conditions, provided they have been communicated to him in due time.

9. Governing law and Jurisdiction

9.1 The Buyer undertakes to leave out or derogate to these terms and Conditions or to any contract (orders) entered into in application of these terms and Conditions shall be settled by the French Commercial Courts of Paris, which shall have exclusive jurisdiction upon such issues.